
Terms & Conditions  

Venom Iron Doors strives to offer the upmost professional care to its customers and by doing so 

requests that each customer reviews the following information to gather clear and precise 

understanding of the terms & conditions before pursuing an order through Venom Iron Doors.  

Disclaimer  

This disclaimer is an agreement between Venom Iron Doors and the consumer. This Disclaimer sets forth 

the general guidelines, terms and conditions of your use of the venomirondoors.com website and any of 

its products or services collectively.  

Restocking Fee & Cancellation  

Venom Iron Doors requires a 50% restocking fee prior to any purchased merchandise leaving the 

warehouse.  

Once merchandise has shipped, Venom Iron Doors is unable to cancel or offer a refund as all products 

are paid in full before they are in transit.  

Venom Iron Doors ensures that all products will be delivered and installed damage free and in excellent 

condition. Venom Iron Doors agrees to fully cover any damages inflicted due to any negligence or 

alternative contributing factors while in the care of Venom Iron Doors.   

Venom Iron Doors asks that all customers consider all outside factors prior to purchasing with Venom 

Iron Doors as Venom Iron Doors is not responsible for any damages inflicted due to natural wear and 

tear, exposure to natural elements, or any building codes/ordinances or guidelines which might prohibit 

the installation of a purchased product.   

If approached by customer, Venom Iron Doors will offer recommendations for the correct hardware 

suited for each door purchase. Venom Iron Doors is not responsible for any hardware purchased by the 

customer that does not fit the requirements or specifications for the purchased door.  

  

Representation  

Any views or opinions represented in VenomIronDoors.com are personal and belong solely to Venom 

Iron Doors and do not represent those of people, institutions or organizations that the owner may or 

may not be associated with in professional or personal capacity unless explicitly stated. Any views or 

opinions are not intended to malign any religion, ethnic group, club, organization, company, or 

individual.  

  

Content and postings  

You may print a copy of any part of this Website for your own personal, non-commercial use, but you 

may not copy any part of the Website for any other purposes, and you may not modify any part of the 

Website. Inclusion of any part of this Website in another work, whether in printed or electronic or 



another form or inclusion of any part of the Website in another website by embedding, framing or 

otherwise without the express permission of Website Operator is prohibited.  

  

You may submit comments for the Content available on VenomIronDoors.com. By uploading or 

otherwise making available any information to Venom Iron Doors, you grant Venom Iron Doors the 

unlimited, perpetual right to distribute, display, publish, reproduce, reuse and copy the information 

contained therein. You may not impersonate any other person through the Website. You may not post 

content that is defamatory, fraudulent, obscene, threatening, invasive of another person's privacy rights 

or that is otherwise unlawful. You may not post content that infringes on the intellectual property rights 

of any other person or entity. You may not post any content that includes any computer virus or other 

code designed to disrupt, damage, or limit the functioning of any computer software or hardware.  

  

Indemnification and warranties  

Venom Iron Doors guarantees the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information and content 

on, distributed through or linked, downloaded or accessed from this VenomIronDoors.com.  

Furthermore, information contained on the Website and any pages linked to and from it are subject to 

change at any time and without warning.  

  

We reserve the right to modify this Disclaimer relating to the Website or Services at any time, effective 

upon posting of an updated version of this Disclaimer on the Website. When we do we will revise the 

updated date at the bottom of this page. Continued use of VenomIronDoors.com after any such changes 

shall constitute your consent to such changes.   

  

Acceptance of this disclaimer  

You acknowledge that you have read this Disclaimer and agree to all its terms and conditions. By 

accessing VenomIronDoors.com you agree to be bound by this Disclaimer. If you do not agree to abide 

by the terms of this Disclaimer, you are not authorized to use or access the Website.  

Contacting us  

If you have any questions about this Disclaimer, please contact us.  

info@venomirondoors.com  

This document was last updated on August 16, 2019  


